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ABSTRACT

In this study, we have investigated the efficiency of transport diesel engines CAT3512B-HD in transient
braking and acceleration modes in 2M62M locomotives. A comparative analysis of the diesel engine
performance has been performed at speeds of power increase and braking ranging from 4–5 kW/s
to 17–18 kW/s. A decrease in the fuel economy occurred, and the main reason for it (compared with
the steady-state operating condition at qcycl = idem) has been found to be the deterioration of the
mechanical efficiency coefficient due to the loss of the additional equipment kinetic energy of the engine.
The efficiency decreased by 3–3.5% under power increase operations and by 10–14% in the braking
modes. The original methodology for the evaluation of the diesel engine parameters registered by the
engine control units (ECU) in the engine operating conditions, mathematical modelling application AVL
BOOST, and analytical summaries in artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used. The errors in the
obtained results have been 5–8% at a determination coefficient of 0.97–0.99.

Nomenclature
he – effective efficiency coefficient
hI – indicated efficiency coefficient
hm – mechanical efficiency coefficient
ηel – electric coefficient of efficiency
jz – heat release duration
a1, a2, a3, a4 – constant coefficients
m – Vibe formfactor
n – engine speed, min-1
nf – Engine speed measured, min-1
nn – engine speed as a function of the fuel injection
portion, min-1
Pef – effective power of the diesel engine, MPa
Pel – electric power of the diesel generator, kW
Pk – charge air pressure, bar
Pk0 – charge air pressure at nominal power, bar
Pki – charge air pressure at load duty I, bar
Pme – average effective pressure, MPa
qcikl – fuel injection portion, g/cycle
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T0 – charge air temperature at nominal power, K
Ti – charge air temperature at load duty I, K
Tk – charge air temperature, K

α

– excess air coefficient in the cylinder

β

– air-use coefficient

ε

– compression coefficient in the cylinder

ηef – effective coefficient of efficiency calculated from the
fuel consumption
ηen – effective coefficient of efficiency calculated as a
function of the excess air ratio and fuel portion
ηif – indicated coefficient of efficiency calculated as a
function of the excess air ratio
ηmn – mechanical efficiency coefficient calculated as a
function of the excess air ratio and fuel portion
λ

– pressure increase ratio during compression

φτi – induction period in the i-load duty, °crankshaft
deflection angle
φτi0 – induction period in the nominal load duty, °crankshaft
deflection angle
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1 Introduction

The energy characteristics and optimization research
of a diesel engine (DE) during operation are some of the
most effective approaches for improving the efficiency, reliability, and ecological indicators. Numerous studies have
been carried out in the area of DEs via experimental and
mathematical modelling research, with an increased attention to transient operation modes [2, 11, 22, 25, 34, 35,
36].
The transport DE operation often results in transient
operation modes which are related to the energy efficiency deterioration [22, 36]. One of the reasons for the deterioration is that because of the inertia characteristics of the
of the DE turbocharger unit, the filling of the cylinder with
air is delayed as a function of the dynamic parameters of
the fuel cyclical portion change. The filling is either insufficient during the fuel portion increase or excessive during
the fuel portion reduction. Both cases, i.e. lack or excess of
air, have a detrimental effect on the engine efficiency.
Other factors affecting the mechanical performance
coefficient and energy indicators are the inertia characteristics of moving elements of the engine [30]. This is particularly characteristic for heavy transport engines (such as
ships and locomotive applications, where the engines are
coupled with power generators, reduction gearboxes, and
auxiliary devices) [40, 46].
The current diesel engine control units (ECUs) are capable, to a large extent, of mitigating the negative effects
of a transient operation. [3, 26]. However, the conditions
of the operation of the diesel equipment, even of the same
function and type, vary tremendously, and the regulating parameters of the ECU are determined according to
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the defined DE operation function, which may not be optimal for different operation conditions and equipment.
For example, the railway profile or sea conditions can significantly vary depending on the geographical location. In
locomotive applications, the spectrum of the engine load
modes and dynamic parameters depends on the profile of
the freight transportation lines, traffic restrictions, gross
weight of the locomotives, and locomotive control system [19, 24]. This is illustrated by the example in Figure
1. Figure 1a shows the DE CAT3512B-HD operation load
spectrum in a 2M62M diesel locomotive, and Figure 1b
presents the histogram of the 2M62M operation in different Joint Stock Company “Lithuanian Railways” railroad
lines.
Different operation modes determine the fuel consumption per work unit (t km) and different energy use
efficiency indicators (evaluated by the effective coefficient
of efficiency (ηe) or electric coefficient of efficiency (ηel).
Hence, the possibility of determining and controlling the
efficiency indicators of the DE energy use under operational conditions can be viewed as an effective direction
for the improvement of the DE equipment efficiency. This
was also analysed in the authors’ earlier work [19].
The operation of DEs with a “Common Rail” fuel supply
system under transient operation modes has, in different
aspects, been researched and simulated by Rakopoulos,
Nikzadfar, and others [34, 36, 30]. Giakoumis [7] examined the effect of the DE transient operation modes on the
nitrogen oxide emissions. The methodology used in this
research has been based on the analysis of the engine operation under steady-state and transient modes. During
the experiment, based on this methodology, three/fourdegree polynomials have been composed, describing the
•

Fig. 1 Structure of the Cycle of an Operational Load of a Freight Locomotive Diesel Engine:
(b) CAT3512B-HD DE in different lines; (a) CAT3512B-HD DE line Vaidotai-Radviliškis
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dependence of the DE operational and ecologic parameters on the speed and torque. Following this, the correction coefficients have been established for the evaluation
of the changes during transient operation modes. A similar approach has been adopted by Nüescha for the optimization of a hybrid diesel–electric car load cycle to reduce
the emissions of NOx and improve the efficiency [31]. The
research on the effect of the more powerful DE machinery
in the transient modes has been performed by Hansson
and Lindgren, who have analysed the fuel overconsumption in the agricultural machinery transient modes [9,
23]. Studies of the DE transient and steady-state operation mathematical models have been carried out using
advanced mathematical modelling tool AVL BOOST programme [8]. There is, however, a significant lack of published research on the transient operation of non-road
engines, particularly in the rail and shipping applications.
This study provides additional insights into the transient
operation of heavy DEs and the analysis methods which
can be implemented on different types of heavy transport
DEs in operation.

the installed auxiliary equipment. Although the research
has been performed on the CAT3512B-HD engine in
freight diesel locomotive 2M62M, the results also correlated well with the data of other locomotive DEs in the SC
“Lithuanian Railway” network railway lines [21]. On this
basis, it can be stated that the evaluation and suggestions
provided below are suitable for the entire fleet of freight
diesel locomotives.
As it was mentioned, CAT3512B-HD DEs are equipped
with ECUs with a wide range of registered parameters.
The accuracy of the major parameter measurement is
characterized by a systematic error not exceeding 1–1.5%
[4]. The methods for the ECU data acquisition and preparation for the analysis have been presented in detail in an
earlier work of the author [20].
The realization of the engine transient operation research methodology includes the interrelated technological blocs as presented in Figure 2. For the realization of
“C” and “A” technologies, a combination of the engine work
process modelling and artificial neural network solutions
have been used.

2.1 Research Methodology

In the research on the transient modes, steady-state
operation tests have been also performed on a rheostat
and an improved more accurate (in comparison with an
earlier work [20] of the author) mathematic model of
the CAT3512B-HD engine has been developed in the AVL
BOOST programme. A single-zone Vibe model has been
used for the combustion evaluation [43]. The changes in
the basic model parameters under different load conditions have been described by the Woschni analytical
formulas [27, 45]. The adequacy of the model has been
confirmed by the error between the model and experiment, not exceeding 2–4%. The results and model are presented in Figure 3 (a–c: results comparison; d: diagram of
the model in the AVL Boost application)
The CAT3512B-HD work process parameters for the
modelling have been expanded, including the modelling
of the indicator coefficient performance over a wide range
of speeds and loads. The results of the modelling have
been approximated by the software of artificial neural
networks.
Instead of determining the main influencing physical
coefficients (heat transfer and heat release), important
criteria relative to the combustion process have been selected for the evaluation of the work process changes, i.e.
excess air ratio (α) and cyclic injection portion (qcycl).

2 Materials and Methods

The research object has been the CAT3512B-HD series
DE installed in 2M62M locomotives. The technical parameters of the DEs are listed in Table 1.
The research data have been the engine parameters
registered by the ECU in CAT3512B-HD during their operation. The modes of the transient acceleration and power
reduction were analysed. The electric power of the diesel
locomotive power unit has been examined together with
Table1 Technical Parameters of CAT3512B-HD Des [38]

Parameter

CAT3512B-HD

Power (kW)

1700

Cylinder diameter (mm)

170

Speed (min-1)

Number of cylinders
Piston stroke (mm)
Fuel injection

(A) Formation of the DE
steady-state operation
characteristics.

1800
12

215

System of “Common Rail” type
(B) Analytical determination of
the DE coef�icient of the
performance based on the
indicators registered by ECU

(C) Modelling the transient process factor interrelations and
energy parameters of the DEs
Fig. 2 Structural Block Form of the DE Transient Operation Mode
Research Methodology

2.2 Mathematic Modelling

2.3 Determination of the Energy Use Efficiency
Indicators of a Diesel Engine

The ECUs are mostly unable to register the parameters
of high-speed processes in the cylinders [3]. Concurrently,
the most informative parameters of the heavy DE working
process are the integral values of the indicative and mechanical coefficients of efficiency. Based on the findings of
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a)

b)

c)
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determined from the indicator and mechanical coefficients
of the performance. Parameter he can be determined immediately according to the consumption of the fuel and
ECU-registered power (or torque and speed).
In the operation research, it is difficult to determine
the mechanical coefficient of the performance. Therefore,
in the equation for the indicated system, the coefficient of
the performance is used instead of the mechanical coefficient of the performance.
Depending on the air unit in the cylinder and fuel injection process, the value of the coefficient of the performance changes numerous times from one cycle to another
during the transition. Simultaneously, for the determination of the indicator coefficient of the performance in the
transient process, the coefficients have been used with the
same indicator, i.e. the coefficient of the performance in
the steady-state modes and analytical dependence may be
used.
In the transient modes, the task of establishing the indicator coefficient of performance hi includes two main
components:
1. Recreation of similar to transient state conditions,
determining the hi graphic or analytical dependence on α
and qcycl;
2. Based on the DE parameters registered by the ECU
and data of the first component, determine the values of
transient mode hi analytically.
2.4 Key Factors Influencing the Working Process of
the Energy Efficiency of a Diesel Engine

Fig. 3 Comparison of the Steady-state Boost Simulation and Rheostat
Engine Tests Performed at the SC “Lithuanian Railway”

other researchers [32, 28], it can be stated that the excess
air ratio and cyclical fuel injection portion can be used for
evaluating the DE dynamic characteristics and solving the
majority of other practical tasks related to the improvement of the operation indicators of the engine [32, 28].
From the classical theory of an internal combustion engine, the effective coefficient of the performance has been

For studying the DE energy parameters and their optimization, analytical methods have been used for a long
time for the indicated efficiency coefficient determination
from the working process parameters (depending on the
coefficient with excess air coefficient (α)). The interconnections between the energy and ecological indicators
with the excess air ratio have a significant relevance in the
modern theory and practice of internal combustion engines. Research in this direction involves efficiently solving the optimal use of alternative fuels in DEs [42, 13, 29,
44]. Basically, the excess air coefficient is used as one of
the criteria for determining the distinctiveness of the indicator process. The heat release characteristics have been
obtained by hi optimizing the composition of the biofuel
mixes to improve the complex energy and ecological parameters. The DE research in classical literature uses highly extensive functions related to the rational organization
of theoretical and indicative work processes for the use of
the parameter of air/fuel or excess air ratio [5, 28, 10, 33,
41]. One of the first studies has been performed to highlight the interrelation between hi = (α). It has been conducted with regard to the wide range of high-speed DEs
[33].
This research has examined the effect of the excess
air coefficient on hi. According to the author, the key factors describing the value of the performance coefficient
of the working process are α and λ (where λ is the de-
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gree of pressure increase, calculated as the ratio of the
maximum cycle pressure and the pressure at the top dead
centre). However, when α = 1.2–2.4, in the range, the key
effect on hi is achieved by the excess air coefficient (α).
Its increase in the range ensures more favourable conditions for the fuel combustion in the cylinder of the DE. The
positive effect on hi significantly decreases when the excess air coefficient reaches the range α > 2.4 and it even
exhibits a negative effect on hi [41]. The main conclusions
of the work have been confirmed by [33] and graphic
dependence hi = f(α), adequately approximated by the
equation hi = α–β, where β is the air-use coefficient, opposite to parameter α. The working solutions used by Prof.
Ivanchenko [12], operating ηi for the indication of parameters α, λ, ε, and Pk, very well correlate with the previously
reviewed works. One of the authors of this publication,
has productively solved the rational parameter selection
for the perspective DE BMD and modernization of series
6,-8MTU396TC4 by applying this methodology [17, 18,
16]. Overall, by evaluating the field of the research, one
can state that
• These methods, along with direct experiments, are effective for the optimization of the DE construction
and regulation parameters when the dependence of
the working process characteristics does not change.
Furthermore, based on the construction and regulation
parameters, they are analogous to the analysed ones.
• Even though α is one of the major parameters exerting a key effect on the indicator coefficient of the efficiency influencing the working process, establishing the
engine efficiency parameters only on this basis can be
complex.
Therefore, the majority of the experimental DE research certifies that under the conditions of α = idem, the
value of hi largely depends on the formation of the fuel/
air mixtures and combustion process factors. The characteristics of the heat released in a DE cylinder depend on
these factors, which in turn form the energy and ecology
reliability indicators [28; 16]. Concerning the dynamics
of the heat released, Woshni has proposed a widely used
relation for the heat release parameter evaluation equation [45]:
where A1, A2, A3, and A4 – constant coefficients; T0 and Ti – respectively are the TK [K] at nominal power and during load
duty i; Pk0 and Pki – respectively are the PK [Pa] at nominal
power and during load duty i; m and jz are the heat release
characteristics, expressed in the terms of the mathematic
model created in Vibe (43), formfactor, and heat release duration; φτi and φτi0 – respectively, are the induction period (°
crankshaft deflection angle) in the nominal and i-load duty
directions. For the performed analysis, the methodology of
m and jz parameter indication is used successfully in modelling the heat processes, both for the wide range of fuels
and transient mode of operation [27, 37].

The designed methodology considering the relatively
limited amount of the data registered in the ECU, evaluates
the energy efficiency parameters.

3 Results

3.1 Establishment of the Indicator Coefficient of
the Performance according to the Parameters
Registered in the Engine Control Unit
According to the evaluated results, the use of parameter α as one of key factors determining ηi, is clear.
The choice of the function for the locomotive DE generates favourable conditions for approving this methodology
because the operation characteristics of the diesel locomotive induces certain transient speeds and load operation modes. However, the graphic dependence, ηi = f(α), is
ambiguous in the average and high-load range of the DE
(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Dependence of the Indicator Coefficient of the Performance under
the Conditions of the DE Working Process Implementation
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional Form ηi = f(α, qcycl) Dependence, Obtained by Modelling the Process of the DE Working Process in BOOST AVL

In the range, α = 2–2.5, with identical α values, ηi changes
in the range from 0.46–0.57. It is evident that when evaluating in the range of Pme, the change in the ηi size together with
α parameter have a significant effect on the distinctiveness
of the working process or the characteristics of the heat release. The research has showed that the key effect of mi is
related to the change in the heat release duration (φz), so
that the influence of the characteristics of formfactor m on
ηi is much smaller [5, 14, 15, 16, 28, 39]. As the research has
suggested, the increase in the φz parameter with an increase
in the engine load or cyclical portion of the fuel, reduces the
energy indicators of the DE and consequently ηi. Hence, in
the research, ηi is associated with influencing factors ηi = f(α,
qcycl). In this context, qcycl is evaluated as a parameter proportionate to φz. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the parameters
of the excess air coefficient α and the relative dependence
used in internal combustion engines in practice [6, 28].
Relative ηi/α graphic dependence on, has been determined.

Unlike the ηi = f(α) dependence (see Fig. 3), an
unambiguous ηi/α = f(qcikl) dependence has been found.
The maximum of ηi/α = f(qcikl) dependence in the range, α
= 2.5–2.6 correlates well with the results of the previous
research [33, 39].
The results reveal that for the given set of DE and parameter settings, under the operation conditions, the dependence ηi/α = f(qcycl) or its modified forms may be used
for the determination of ηi in the steady-state modes.
Under the real operation conditions, working in the transient mode with qcycl = idem α value may change in the
wide range. Hence, it is essential to have a data array of
ηi = f(α, qcycl) with fixed values of qcycl (in the range of DE
characteristics). ηi is to be determined over a wide range
of α parameter change to smaller and larger values from
the steady-state mode with characteristic α values. To this
end, BOOST AVL programme [1] and DE CAT3512B-HD
working process mathematical model has been used. The

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional Form ηi = f(α, qcycl) Dependence Made by Modelling the Working Process of the DE by BOOST AVL (here: x – qcycl, z - ηi ; y – α)
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modelling results are presented in two- and three-dimensional forms in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively.
The surface of ηi = f(α, qcycl) has been interpolated by using
artificial neural networks. The adequacy of the results is
confirmed by the value of the determination coefficient, R2
= 0.956 (see Fig. 7).
The adequacy of the modelling results is confirmed by
comparing the results with the data of the rheostatic test.
In the range of the qcycl change researched, a conformity
of 1–1.5 % difference between the mathematic modelling
and experiment results has been achieved.

Fig. 7 Comparison of the Indicator Coefficient of the Performance from
ANN (ηi (ANN)) and AVL BOOST (ηi (BOOST))

3.2 Research on the Parameters of Energy Efficiency
The methodology for determining the energy efficiency
indicator under the operation conditions is adapted to the
CAT3512B-HD series locomotive DEs. The transient processes having different intensities for the acceleration and
deceleration have been performed.
The obtained results have confirmed the adequacy of
the methodology. The proposed practical nature has been
formed to improve the operation energy indicators of the
DEs.
3.2.1 Transient Operation Modes of Slow Acceleration

In the course of the research, the data for differently
accelerated modes from 4–5 kW/s to 17-1–8 kW /s have
been extracted and systematized to obtain a summary of
the results. Fig. 8 presents the results of two acceleration
operating parameters consisting of two different stages of
the intensity: in the first time section 440–495 s, the parameter (dPef/dt) on an average is 15.5 kW/s and in the
section, range of 495–550 three times smaller 4.9 kW/s.
Respectively, the qcycl average change of the speed in the
sections is 0.0036 g/s and 0.0018 g/s.
In the intensive acceleration section (440–495 s),
real rotation nf and power Pef of the DE are significant-

Fig. 8 Change in the Parameters of CAT3512B-HD DE Operation Mode in
a Slow Acceleration Process

ly lower than in the steady-state modes (at qcycl = idem);
the decrease is ~ 250 min-1 and Pe ~ 50 kW, respectively.
However, on the other side of the run-up mode, a slightly
higher speed (20–30 min-1) and over speed (20–25 kW)
are available compared with the steady-state modes.
In the first phase of the transient mode, an additional
kinetic mechanical energy, which increases the DE mechanical losses, has been used for accelerating the DE with
the ever-increasing acceleration. At the end of the first
phase of the acceleration, with the decrease in the acceleration of the rotating units to negative values, the accumulated kinetic energy has resulted in a higher real speed
nf compared to the transient process (8b).
For the confirmation of this hypothesis, using the developed methodology, the changes in the indicator ηi and
mechanical ηm efficiency coefficients in the acceleration
operation have been evaluated. The data presented in
Figure 8a present one of the main parameters that determines ηi of the working process – the excess air coefficient
(α) in the range of 5–2.1 units and Pk is 2.2–2.8 bar, respectively. Accordingly, the DE cylinder air supply parameters
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do not exceed the level when the negative effect on ηi (see
Fig. 8b) is noted (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) throughout the qcycl
change range. At the end of the transient mode, the engine
load increases. The effect of the transient operation αf is
not significant; the differences (αf-αn) on an average do not
exceed 0.5–1 units. This implies that the balance of the engine cylinder air charge and cyclic fuel portion is no longer
affected during the slow-speed transient operation. Fig 9 c
shows the relative (compared to the steady-state modes)
DE efficiency in the transition mode: ηef/ηen ηif/ηmn
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The relative changes in the efficiency coefficients have
been compared with the steady-state modes ηif/ηin; ηef/ηen;
ηmf / ηmn in Fig. 9c. Based on the data presented in the figure, it can be concluded that the main changes in the energy
efficiency indicators are determined by the changes in the
mechanical efficiency coefficient in the analysed transient
operation. In the transient mode, the maximum instantaneous decrease in ηen values is 12% and the average value
for the total transient operation is 6%. According to the estimates, the fuel consumption of the locomotive engine in
the transient operating modes is larger by~ 80% [21]. In
the second acceleration phase (495–550 s), the “accumulated” kinetic energy of the engines rotational motions has
increased ηm by 2% on an average. In the result of the whole
transient regime, the energy loss, in relation to the steadystate operating modes, is ~ 3 ÷ 3.5%. One of the main
measures to reduce the energy losses in the transient acceleration modes is the reduction in the dynamic parameters,
where the control conditions of the locomotive allow.
3.2.2 Power Loss Transient Modes

The analysis of the different speeds for the transient
power loss modes has been performed at different power ranges, showing that the performance indicators are
changing in the same way. In Figure 10, the power reduction mode from 830 kW to idle (at n = 600 min-1) has been
given. In the transient mode, two sections with different

Fig. 9 Acceleration Transient Mode: a – Relative Efficiency Coefficient;
b – Pk, α and qcikl; c – Efficiency Coefficients Change

Fig. 10 Change in the CAT3512B-HD DE Energy Efficiency Parameters in
the Process of Slow Acceleration
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dynamic parameters are distinguished: (i) speed of fastpower Pe decrease from 630 kW to 170 kW section (8520
s–8570 s) at dPef/dt = 9.2 kW/s, and (ii)
slow Pef decrease from 170 kW to close to idle speed (20
÷ 30 kW with auxiliary locomotive assemblies) at dPef/dt
= 2.9 kW/s (8570 s–8630 s). The Pef and nf interfaces are
characterized by the beginning of a different set of parameters: the decrease in Pef begins with a linear dependence
from t = 8520 s, whereas nf decrease starts only from 8570
s when the first intensive segment of the Pef decrease is
reached (see Fig. 11, a)). Because ECU engine speed nf is
working to synchronize the position of the controller with
the cyclic fuel portion, the decrease in qcycl also starts at t
= 8570 s. Thus, the power of the engine calculated by the
actual qcycl of the steady-state modes in Pen significantly
differs. For example, at t = 8570 s, Pef drops to 170 kW at
the end of the first segment, and the Pen drop only starts
at 900 kW. The difference is 730 kW. Pen and Pef are equal
after the transient regime.
Such a Pef and qcycl imbalance in turn determines the effective reduction in efficiency ηef (Fig. 11, b)). The decrease
in the power leads to a decrease in ηe, but compared with
the steady-state modes, the decrease in ηe in the transient
mode is much more intense (see Fig. 11, c)). The indicator coefficient of the efficiency (ηif ) does not change in the
transient mode (Fig. 11b) because the optimum ratio of
qcycl with Pk or α has been maintained (see Fig. 11 a).
The changes in the effective ηef and mechanical ηmf vary
linearly from 0.41 to 0.08–0.1 and from 0.80–0.81 to 0.14–
0.15. Because the Pef DE changes exclusively in the first
mode section, in the second section, the values of ηmf and
ηef are practically unchanged (see Fig. 11 b).
The objective of assessing the energy efficiency reserves
in the transient power reduction mode (Fig. 11 c) is to provide the ratio of the actual efficiency coefficient and efficiency coefficient ratios corresponding to the steady-state
regimes: during the reduction phase of the intense Pef and
ηef/ηen decrease to 0.14 ÷ 0.15, up to 85% of the heat dissipated from the fuel is no longer used to generate effective
power. Because the ηif /ηin regime is close to 1.0, the negative changes in ηef are determined by the corresponding decrease in the mechanical efficiency up to 0.14–0.15 units.
In the second section, relative to the slow mode, (see
Fig. 10 c) the efficiency coefficient ratios do not change
until the end of the mode. Only when resetting to 8630 s,
they are reset to values close to 1.0.
The loss of the potential energy efficiency, measured in
terms of ηef/ηen for the entire transient operation, including,
based on Gf evaluation, is 10–14% on an average. However,
a small part of this energy is not used for traction. In the
power reduction mode, the energy is regenerated by the
force of the electric motors for stopping the train. These energy losses can be reduced by the rational optimization of
the parameters of ECU and the locomotive control systems,
adapting them to the specific operational interface “freight
line – train mass – train speed”. For the realization, it is expedient to use the developed and approved methodology
solutions for implementing them in the software.

Fig. 11 Power Loss Transient Mode: a) – Pk, α and qcycl; b) – Change in the
Efficiency c) – Relative Efficiency.

4 Conclusions
1. Based on complex researches, the methodologies for
the research and optimization during transient operating
modes of heavy DEs and their realization by unifying the
methodology have been developed:
• Performance characteristics from the ECU for continuously recording the data with an accuracy of 1.5–2.0%.
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• Mathematical modelling of DE parameters in transient
operation modes based on the use of a single-zone
model and artificial neural networks method.
• Analytical solutions for the determination and evaluation of the DE energy efficiency parameters in the
transient regimes, by means of which the analytical relations of the indicator efficiency from cycle parameters
ηi = f(α, qcycl) have been derived.

2. An effective method for the mathematical modelling
of the DE energy parameters has been developed and for
the actual operation data, the unidirectional model of the
AVL BOOST programme and ECU-enabled experimental
statistical data processing artificial neural network (ANN)
tool have been used. The efficiency of the method is confirmed by the errors not exceeding 5–8% as well as from
the determination coefficient between the experiment and
calculation results of R2 = 0.97–0.99.
3. Using the developed methodology, SC “Lietuvos Gele
zinkeliai” has widely used reserves for the improvement
of the energy efficiency parameters of the CAT3512B-HD
series of commercial catalytic converters (under qcycl =
idem):
• In the boom mode, the DE effect of ηe deteriorates compared with the established modes to 12%. The main
reason for the reduction of DE ηe and parallel fuel overflow is the additional loss of the kinetic energy of the
moving diesel generator and nodes, which in the whole
range of operation reaches 3–3.5%.
• Power reduction in the transition mode DE energy efficiency indicators decreases for a short time by up to
85% and, on an average, by 10–14%: the energy losses
relate to the features of the control of the ECU system,
during which the DE has produced energy is regenerated for the dynamic braking of the powertrain by the
electric motors. These energy losses can be reduced by
optimizing the ECU and locomotive control system parameters adapted to the specific operating conditions
“freight line – train weight – train speed”.
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